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Lesson 39: 

Root Out the Causes of Present and Future Suffering 

When the limbs of yoga are practiced, obstacles are reduced; then the light of understanding can 

shine forth, illuminating the way to discriminative awareness. —Patanjali’s Yoga Sutra 2.28 

 

In our last lesson, we explored how the purusharthas can help us keep our balance as we navigate 

through the natural obstacle course that appears while manifesting our dreams. The cornerstone 

insight about meeting those external conditions that seem to block our way to success is to 

remember that everything is changing—all the time. No exceptions! This week we dive deeper 

than dealing with outer conditions. Now we explore the inner, underlying factors in our own mind 

that are both the primary source of our dilemmas and the fundamental focus of kriya yoga 

practice.  

The Inner Obstacles 

The purpose of kriya yoga practice is to support samadhi [superconscious experience] and to 

remove the obstacles that obscure realization of the true Self.  

—Yoga Sutra 2.2 

 

The spiritual path of yoga requires us to go to the root of all our troubles if we are seeking true 

freedom from suffering and the most efficient way to eliminate obstacles from our path. While 

exploring the nature of suffering, the ancient sages of yoga discovered five primary obstacles in 

the mental field that if not uprooted, will continually set us up for difficulty and suffering.  
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The Sanskrit term for these obstacles is kleshas. The root of the word klesha means to trouble, 

afflict, or cause pain. Without understanding these origins of suffering and working to dislodge 

them from the mental field, we are like someone who works hard all day to clean the house only 

to discover there is someone living inside who systematically undermines our efforts. At the end 

of the day we feel frustrated, and without discovering the secret of this undermining, the pattern 

continues day after day. We try working harder or smarter, but continually find our best efforts 

thwarted. Who is responsible for that? It’s the kleshas! 

The five primary obstacles, or kleshas, in the mental field are: avidya or ignorance; asmita, the 

ego or “I” sense; raga, attraction; dvesha, aversion; and abhinivesha, clinging to life of the body-

mind. Ego, attraction, aversion, and clinging to life are all rooted in the primary obstacle avidya, 

which is ignorance of one’s true Self. Without that foundational obstacle of ignorance, the other 

obstacles cannot arise and create troublesome conditions. The main problem with these inner 

obstacles is that they cloud the mind and understanding. When the mental field is clouded by 

ignorance, we cannot discriminate. We cannot see clearly who we really are and how life works. 

When we can’t see clearly, we make assessments, decisions, and choices that lead us further 

down the lane of trouble and sorrow. 

How, exactly, do the kleshas cause trouble and sorrow? Simply put, they cloud the mental field 

with wrong knowledge that then causes or influences thoughts and emotions that bring 

suffering. Patanjali clarified in the first chapter of his sutra that there are two kinds of vrittis or 

thought waves in the mental field—those that are klista, pain-producing, and those that are 

aklista, not pain-producing. The klista vrittis, pain-producing thoughts and emotions arise from 

the kleshas. They are partners in the crime of undermining our best efforts.  

Getting to the Root of It 

Here’s how I explained the way the kleshas work in The Jewel of Abundance:  
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The first obstacle, avidya or ignorance, is the cause of our troublesome case of mistaken 

identity. While our true Self is unlimited, spiritually conscious being, we mistakenly and 

tenaciously believe we are the limited body and mind we occupy. Ignorance of what we 

really are gives rise to the second klesha, asmita, the sense of “I-am-ness.” This sense of 

individual self becomes ego when the power of perception is wrongfully attributed to 

mind, instead of credited to the Seer, the divine Self that illumines the mind. With that 

identity theft, ego then sets up its own camp as the false self, which it maintains with the 

help of the following two obstacles: raga, attraction, and dvesha, aversion. Our mistaken 

identity then creeps beyond the body and mind, into relationships, possessions, 

accomplishments, or the roles we play—things we erroneously allow to define and confine 

us. We begin to identify who we are by what we like, what we don’t like, what we do, or 

what we have. This grand charade is topped off by the obstacle abhinivesha, instinctual 

clinging to life in the body-mind. Now we have avidya in full bloom.1 

Getting Free 

The highly practical nature of kriya yoga philosophy and practice shows itself here. If we truly 

want to succeed in life without undermining our efforts, then a spiritual approach is necessary. 

Regarding the inner obstacles, the teachings are clear: It’s not sufficient to just know about them. 

Knowing they exist, being able to identify them, even understanding their nature, will not remove 

their power to disrupt our life. Only realization—understanding combined with direct experience 

or perception—will weaken their sway over our discernment. Realization is directly tied to 

spiritual practice.  

After identifying the suffering-producing power of the kleshas, Patanjali offers the prescription 

we need to both reduce and ultimately eliminate their influence. The prescription he gives is the 

eight-limbs of yoga practice: the restraints for reducing ego-motivation; the observances for 

enhancing spiritual focus; right posture for meditation; enhancement of the flow of life force; 

 
1 Ellen Grace O’Brian, The Jewel of Abundance: Finding Prosperity through the Ancient Wisdom of Yoga (Novato: New 

World Library, 2018), Kindle ebook, p 169. 
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withdrawal of awareness from sense-perception; concentration; meditation; and oneness 

realization. He gives us a comprehensive, step-by-step protocol for purifying the mental field, 

which systematically undermines the kleshas.  

We Have the Key We Need 

All our visionary ideas, prospering plans, and executive abilities cannot take the place of regular, 

dedicated spiritual practice. Living in accordance with spiritual principles and repeated 

experiences of superconscious meditation purifies the mental field from the cloud of the kleshas. 

Then we see more clearly what is motivating our thoughts and actions. The mental field becomes 

more sattvic, more illuminated, facilitating this new perspective. Instead of blindly careening 

down the alleyways of action, we become increasingly insightful and skillful. We can see the way 

ahead. We can see the connection between inner perception and outer experience.  

Here’s a quote from Baba Hari Dass that brings the teachings from last week’s lesson and this one 

together:  

Any thought in the mind, if it creates attraction or aversion, that is an obstacle. When we accept 

everything is changing then we will not get attached. That is real knowing.  

 

To support your practice, refer to:  

The Jewel of Abundance, p 168-170     

 

 

 

  


